WR 323 – Library Day for Second Essay: Long Perspective

Name ____________________________

WHAT:
 Help finding the “conversation” on a topic in a particular magazine
 Learn more search strategies to help.

HOW:
 Short demonstration
 Handouts
 30 minutes for personal research – take notes here
 Save at least 4 potentially useful articles to “research folder”
 Print out the citations list for these articles

WHAT TO TURN IN FOR TODAY’S IN-CLASS POINTS:
 This page filled in
 Printed Citations List (which you will get back and add to your proposal)

Magazine explored today: __________________________________________________

Broad topic explored today: _____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Interesting side aspects found during research?
1. __________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________

Typical keywords / phrases?
1. __________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________

Frequent authors on this topic, whom you could pursue further?
1. __________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________

Questions at this point?
1. __________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________